IT'S time to RE-think LEADERSHIP!

To build a TRULY EQUAL SOCIETY, we need INCLUSIVE LEADERS.

Traditional LEADER VS. Inclusive LEADER

STARTS by SAYING what THEY think.

CONTROLS through HIERARCHY.

SUCCESS = money + personal POWER.

"PEOPLE should pull themselves up by THEIR bootstraps."

PRETENDS to know EVERYTHING.

BELIEVES the BEST solutions come from PEOPLE CLOSEST to the TOP.

SHARES information on a STRICT 'NEED to KNOW' basis.

TOLERATES diversity.

STARTS by LISTENING to what others THINK.

COLLABORATES through NETWORKS.

SUCCESS = a STRONGER team/community.

“I will USE my POWER to HELP others...”

NOT afraid to ASK QUESTIONS or say “I don’t KNOW.”

BELIEVES the BEST solutions come from PEOPLE CLOSEST to the PROBLEM.

SHARES information FREELY.

CELEBRATES diversity.